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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we define the classes of d-IP-expandable spaces

and IP-expandable spaces, and study their properties and relations with or-

thocompact spaces and nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable spaces.

1. Introduction. Following [1], a space X is called CP-expandable if for each

closure-preserving family 7 = {F\:\ G A} of closed subsets of X and for each

family U = {Uy.X G A} of open subsets of X such that F\ C U\ for each A,

there exists a closure-preserving family V = {V\: A G A} of open subsets of X such

that F\ C Va C Va C U\ for each A. In this paper, we introduce the classes of

IP- expandable spaces and d-ÏP-expandable spaces by replacing "closure-preserving"

with other conditions. Our main purpose is to study the properties of these classes

and the relations with orthocompact spaces and nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable

spaces.

All spaces are assumed to be Tx topological spaces and N always denotes the set

of natural numbers.

2. ZMP-expandability and IP-expandability. We state the definitions of

d-IP-expandability and IP-expandability.

DEFINITION 2.1. We call a space X d-IP-expandable if for a discrete family

7 = {F\:\ e A} of closed subsets of X and a family U — {U\:\ e A} of open

subsets of X such that F\ C Ux for each A, there exists an interior-preserving

family V = {V\:\ G A} of open subsets of X such that Fx C Vx C Ux for each A.

DEFINITION 2.2. We call a space X IP-expandable if for a closure-preserving

family 7 = {Fx: A € A} of closed subsets of X and a family U = {Ux'-X e A} of open

subsets of X such that Fx C Ux for each A, there exists a family V = {Va: A G A}

of open subsets of X such that Fa C Va C Ux for each A and {V\:A e A} is

interior-preserving in X.

In either case, we call "V the IP- expansion of / with respect to U in X. A space

X is called (a-)orthocompact if every open cover of X has a (<7-)mterior-preserving

open refinement.

PROPOSITION 2.3. If a space X is collectionwise normal, then X is d-IP-

expandable.

PROPOSITION 2.4.   If a space X is orthocompact, then X is d-IP-expandable.
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PROOF. Let 7 = {Fa: A G A} and U = {Ux: A G A} be the same pair of families

as in Definition 2.1. Assume FxCiUx1 = 0 if A ̂  A'. Since X is orthocompact, there

exists an interior-preserving open refinement If of an open cover U U {X — (J 7}.

Setting Vx = 5(Fa, W) for each A, we have the IP-expansion "V = {V\: A G A} of J

with respect to U.

In [5], Michael constructed a normal, noncollectionwise normal, metacompact

space X. By Proposition 2.4, X is d-IP-expandable. Thus, the converse of Propo-

sition 2.3 is not true. Also, Scott constructed a countably compact space X which

is not orthocompact [8, Example 4.5]. Obviously, X is d-IP-expandable. Hence the

converse of Proposition 2.4 is also not true. The following gives a simple sufficient

condition for a d-IP-expandable space to be orthocompact.

THEOREM 2.5. If a space X is submetacompact and d-IP-expandable, then X

Í3 orthocompact.

PROOF. Let U be an open cover of X. Since X is submetacompact, that is 9-

refinable, by [11] there exists an open refinement (J^°=i ^n of U and a closed cover

{Fn:n e N} of X such that for each n, Un covers Fn and Un is point-finite at each

point of Fn. For each n, k G N, set the closed set by

Enk = {x e Fn:oxd(x, Un) < k},

where ord(x, Un) = \{U G Un- x € U}\. Then {Enk: n, k G N} satisfies the following

conditions

(1) For each n, k, \Jk=i Enk = Fn and Enk C Enk+Í.

(2) For each n, En\ is the union of a discrete family ¿"„i of closed subsets of Fn

such that each E G £ni is contained in some U(E) G Un.

(3) For each n and each k > 2, if T is a closed subset of Enk such that T(lEnk-i =

0, then T is the union of a discrete family £ (T) of closed subsets of Enk such that

each E e £(T) is contained in some U(E) G Un.

Let n G N be fixed for a while. Since X is d-IP-expandable, there exists the

IP-expansion "Vni of £ni with respect to [U(E):E G £ni}- By (3) and by d-IP-

expandability of X again, there exists the IP-expansion "V„2 of £(En2 — U"^ni)

with respect to {U(E):E e £(E„2 — \J Vni)- Repeating this process, we can get a

sequence {Vnk: k G N} of IP-expansions. It is easy to see that \J{Vnk'- n,k e N} is

a (T-interior-preserving open refinement of U. By [3], X is countably metacompact.

Let {Vnk:n,k G N} be a point-finite open refinement of {{jynk'-n,k G N} such

that Vnk C (J Vnk for each n, k. It is easy to see that

\J{{VnknV:V eVnk}:n,keN]

is an interior-preserving open refinement of U ■

The converse of Theorem 2.5 is not true, because there is a noncountably meta-

compact orthocompact space [8, Example 4.2]. A quasi-metric d on a set X with the

property that d(x, z) < max{d(x,y),d(y,z)}, for each x,y,z G X, is called nonar-

chimedean, and the space (X,d) is called nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable. As is

well known, nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable spaces are characterized as spaces

that have a fj-interior-preserving base.
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a developable space. Then X is d-IP-expandable if
and only if X is nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable.

PROOF. Both if and only if parts follow easily from Theorem 2.5 and [4, Theorem

14].
It follows directly from the preceding result that every nonarchimedean quasi-

metrizable space is tr-orthocompact, but the converse is not true [4, p. 116]. On

the other hand, Sorgenfrey lines show that nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable spaces

need not be developable. The following is not known:

QUESTION 2.7. If a space X is developable and quasi-metrizable, then is X

d-IP-expandable?

This is equivalent to the well-known problem, due to Junnila, whether every

developable quasi-metrizable space is nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable.

THEOREM 2.8.   For a space X, the following are equivalent:

(1) X is an orthocompact developable space.

(2) X has a development {Un:n G N} such that each Un is interior-preserving

in X.

(3) X is a d-IP-expandable developable space.

(4) X is a semistratifiable, nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable space.

PROOF. (I)—>(2) is trivial. (2)-+(3): Under (2), X is a submetacompact a-

orthocompact space. Then X is orthocompact. By Proposition 2.4, X is d-IP-

expandable. (3)—+(4) follows from Corollary 2.6. (4)—+(1): Under (4), X is a

submetacompact tr-orthocompact space, and therefore X is orthocompact. Since a

semistratifiable 7-space is developable [7], X is developable.

COROLLARY 2.9. If for each n G N, Xn is an orthocompact developable space,

then so is Yi^Li Xn-

PROOF. This follows from the fact that semistratifiability and having a a-

interior-preserving base are countably productive properties.

A space X is said to have property (P) provided that for a closed G¿-set F of X,

there exists a family U of open subsets of X satisfying the following:

(1) U/(X — F) is interior-preserving in X — F.

(2) For each open subset V of X, there exists U eli such that VC\F = Ut~)F c

uc v.

THEOREM 2.10. If a space X is nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable, then X has

the property (P).

PROOF. Write F = n^°=i On, where for each n On is open in X and On+i C On-

Let \Jnc=1 Bn be a base for X, where for each n Bn C Bn+i and Bn is interior-

preserving in X. Let {B(X):X G A} be the totality of subfamilies of \JncL1(Bn/On).

Then it is easy to see that U = {{JB(X):X ^ -^} 's the desired family.

COROLLARY 2.II. If a space X is perfect and nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable

then X is d-IP-expandable.

PROOF. Let 7 = {Fa: A G A} and U = {Ux'-X G A} be the same pair of families

as in Definition 2.1. We apply the theorem to the closed subset F = (J{Fa: A G A} to

get a family W of open subsets of X satisfying (1) and (2) above with 11 replaced by
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W. Observe that for each F\ U (Ux —F) = Uy is open in X such that Fa = Ux1 C\F.

For each A, take Wx e "W such that

WxnF = FxCWxCUx>.

Then it is easy to see that {Wx: A G A} is the IP-expansion of 7 with respect to U.

We call a family U of open subsets of X an outer base of a subset F in X if for

each open subset O with F C O there exists U G U such that F C U C O.

COROLLARY 2.12. If X is perfect and nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable, then

every closed subset F of X has an outer base U in X such that U is interior-

preserving in X — F.

THEOREM 2.13. Let X be a developable space. Then X is IP-expandable if

and only if X is d-IP-expandable.

PROOF. The "only if" part is trivial. "If" part: Let 7 = {FA:A G A} and
U = {Ux'-X G A} be the same pair of families as in Definition 2.2. Since X is

semistatifiable, by the method of [10], we can get a family )l = |Jn°=i ^» °f dosed

subsets of X such that each Mn is discrete in X and for each A, there exists M(X) c M

such that Fa = \JM(X). Write K(X) = UÍT=i ̂ (A>n)> where H(A,n) = rt{X) n Xn
for each n. By Theorem 2.8, X is nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable. Therefore,

by Corollary 2.10, each H G M has an outer base 11(H) in X such that U(H) is

interior-preserving in X — H. For each A G A and each H G M(X,n), n G N, we

choose U(H) e U(H) such that U(H) C f/AnO„(fA). ({On(F):n G N} is the

semistratification of F in X.) Set

Wx = \J{U(H):He)i(X)}.

Then it is easy to see that Fa C Wx C Ux for each A. To see that {Wx - Fa: A G A}

is interior-preserving in X, let p G H{Wa — Fx' X G A0} for A0 C A. There exists

n e N such that peX - On(\J{Fx: A G A0})- Since

n-l r -,

U  U(H):He\J{HiX,k):XeAo}
fe=i L

is interior-preserving at p, we obtain an open set O of X such that p G O C

D{1Va-Fa:AgAo}.
Nagami introduced the class of L-spaces, which lies between the classes of Lasnev

spaces and Mi-spaces [6]. He called a space X an L-space if X is a paracompact

tr-space such that each closed subset F of X has a closure-preserving outer base

and at the same time has an outer base which is interior-preserving in X — F. From

the definition, we easily have the following result.

THEOREM 2.14. Let X be a stratifiable space. Then X is an L-space if and

only if X is IP-expandable.

There exists a stratifiable space X which is not an L-space [6, Example 2.2].

Therefore, d-IP-expandability need not imply IP-expandability even if X is ortho-

compact.

Following [2], a space X is called D-expandable if for any discrete family {Fa: A G

A} of closed subsets of X and each family {Ux: X G A} of open subsets of X such
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that Fa C Ux for each A and FxC\Uß = 0 whenever A ̂  p, there exists a dissectable

family "V = {V\: A G A} of open subsets of X such that Fa C Vx C Ux for each A.
(For the definition of dissectable families, refer to [2].) Brandenburg showed that a

space is D-paracompact if and only if it is submetacompact and D-expandable [2,

Theorem 1].

THEOREM 2.15. If a space X is semistratifiable, then d-IP-expandability im-

plies D-expandability.

PROOF. It suffices to show that every interior-preserving family U = {Ux: X G A}

of open subsets of a semistratifiable space X is dissectable. Since {X - Ux'- X G A}

is a closure-preserving family of closed subsets of X, by the method of [10] there

exists a family M = \Jn°=1 ^n of closed subsets of X satisfying the following:

(1) Each Un is discrete in X.

(2) For each subset A0 C A, if p G f){U\: X e A0} then p G H C f){U\: X G A0}
for some H G M.

For each n G N and each A G A, set

Hxn={J{HeHn:HcUx}.

Then by (2), Ux = L^Li -^n f°r eacn ^- Since U is interior-preserving in X, it is

easy to see that U is dissectable in X.

However, these notions of expandability are very different, because there exists

a nonorthocompact developable space X (for example, X = (H0,U) in [9, Exam-

ple 4.9]). Therefore, D-expandability need not imply d-IP-expandability. Also,

there exists a perfect subparacompact nonarchimedean quasi-metrizable space [2,

Example 1], which is not D-paracompact. Therefore, the converse is also not true.
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